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Let K be a number field, and take .Y E K*. It is an elementary fact that .Y is a root 
of unity if and only if .Y satisfies the following condition: for almost all primes I, I is 
an Ith power in the field obtained by adjoining the Ith roots of unity to K. The 
analogous statement need no longer be true if K* is replaced by the group G(K), 
where G is an extension by G, of an abelian variety over K. For a given G. we 
determine all .Y which satisfy the condition: these are the “deficient points” in our 
title. ‘1 1987 Academic Press, Inc 
Let k be an algebraic number field, and let Y be a commutative algebraic 
group over k given as an extension of an abelian variety A by the mul- 
tiplicative group G, : 
l-G,---+V--S,4-0. 
We are interested in problems arising from “Kummer theory” on V (cf. 
[8], for example). Thus, for each positive integer n, we consider the kernel 
V, of multiplication by n on V(B) (where F is an algebraic closure for k), 
together with the natural action of 
G = Gal(f;lk) 
on V,. This action amounts to a continuous homomorphism 
G -+ Aut( V,), 
* Reprint requests should be adressed to this author. 
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whose image and kernel we denote by J, and H,, respectively. The fixed 
field of H,, is then the field 
4, = k( vn) 
obtained by adjoining to k the coordinates of the points of V,; we have 
J, = Gal( K,,/k). 
For XE V(k), the map 
h H hy - y, 
where YE k’(E) is an nth root of x, defines a homomorphism 
H,, + vn 
whose image we denote by M,. The kernel of this homomorphism consists 
of all h which fix y = (l/n) X, so that we may write 
M,,=Gal(K,,(i.x),/K,,). 
All of this is summarized by the diagram 
-+ C’, 
In previous articles [7, 81, the second author has considered conditions 
under which M,= V, for almost all prime numbers 1. These articles were 
motivated by applications in diophantine approximations, for which we 
refer the reader to the surveys [l] and [9], and the works cited therein. 
Recently, Daniel Bertrand has stressed to us the problem of computing 
the groups M, (for almost all I) in the general case where these groups do 
not necessarily coincide with V, for large 1. This problem should be for- 
mulated for extensions of abelian varieties by arbitrary tori. We have 
restricted our attention to extensions of A by G,, because already in this 
case a somewhat surprising phenomenon has arisen. This phenomenon has 
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to do with the class of those points x E V(k) for which the groups M, are 0 
for all sufficiently large primes I; let us provisionally call such points 
deficient. It is evident that all torsion points are deficient: if x has order it, 
then M, = 0 for all 1 j n. It seemed to us that the converse must be true, and 
we expected to prove it (via the arguments of [S, p. 7481) by showing that 
H’(J[, I’,) = 0 for all but finitely many 1. 
In [S, 61, the first author studied these cohomology groups in case A has 
many endomorphisms. He found that H’(J,, V,) can be nonzero (for large 
I) in certain cases: for example, if A is an elliptic curve with complex mul- 
tiplication over k and V’ is not isogenous to the trivial extension. The first 
part of this article is in the nature of a report on [6]: we obtain a precise 
description of H’(J,, V,) for all I sufficiently large. (See (3.3) and [6, 
Theorem 1.71. ) 
In the second part of this article, we present a construction of deficient 
points x which, in essence, is due to L. Breen. It leads to deficient points 
which are not torsion points precisely in the case of those extensions V for 
which the H’(J,, V,) are nonzero. Before explaining the data necessary for 
the general construction, we present a specific example, which the reader 
may find illuminating: Suppose that E is an elliptic curve over k (not 
necessarily one with complex multiplication), and suppose that W is an 
extension of E by G, which is not isogenous to the trivial extension. The 
class of W in Ext(E, G,) is then of infinite order, and via the fundamental 
isomorphism 
E’ z Ext(E, G,,) 
(where E’ is the abelian variety dual to E) we can view this class as a point 
P on E’. We let 
A=Ex_F’, V= Wx E’, 
and we view V as an extension of A by G, in the obvious manner. 
We have 
Ext(A, G,)= A’= E’x (Et)’ = E’x E, 
where the latter equality follows from the canonical isomorphism between 
an abelian variety and the dual of its dual. The class of the extension V 
corresponds to the point 
u = (P, 0) 
on E’ x E. In view of [7, Proposition 3.21, we have (for n 2 1) 
&=k(A,, A:,;u)=k(+‘). 
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We now make the choice 
x = (0, P) E v. 
Then x is certainly a nontorsion point, since P has infinite order. It is clear 
that x is divisible by n whenever P is; we thus have M, = 0 for all n b 1, so 
that x is in particular deficient. 
In the general case, we construct a point xI. E V(k) for each k- 
homomorphism 
,f: A’ -+ A. 
We find that x, is a point such that M, = 0 for all n 3 1, and such that 
7((Xf) =f(u 1 -f’(u), 
where u is the isomorphism class of V (viewed as a point on A’) and f’ is 
the homomorphism dual tof: In the example above, for instance, we have 
x = X, for the homomorphism 
f:E’xE+ExE’ 
given by 
.f(a, JJ) = (0, a)* 
whose transpose f’ is given by 
./-‘(a, h) = (b, 0). 
These deficient points, which we call “special,” form a subgroup 6 of 
V(k), since the mapf+-+x, turns out to be a homomorphism. One wishes 
to compare 6 with the set of deficient points on V. 
In a third part of this article, we prove that the set of deficient points is 
equal to the group 
{XE V(k)lnxeG for some no l}, 
i.e., to the saturation of 6. Making the same assumption, we show as well 
that the cohomology groups H’(J,, V,) are generated by the cohomology 
classes of the points x~, for 1 sufftciently large. 
It is a pleasure to acknowledge our debt to Bertrand and to Breen: the 
former for his questions which began this study, and the latter for many 
helpful and insightful remarks. 
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2 
Let n be a positive integer. Let w  be an nth root in A’(@ of the point u 
on A’ corresponding to V. The map 
ff: gwgw-w 
is a 1-cocycle on G with values in A,. ’ As explained in Section 3 of [S], w  
determines as well a section s of the map I/, + A, induced by 7t. We have 
the formula 
(@-s)(a) = (4 a(g)> (2.1) 
for geG and aEA,, where ( , ) denotes the Weil pairing on A, x Ai 
(suitably normalized). 
This formula implies in particular that we have the equality 
already mentioned in Section 1. Further, it shows that a induces an injec- 
tive homomorphism 
where 
N,, - A;, 
N, = Gal(K,,/k(A,, AA)). 




Our idea is to make a preliminary study of the group H’(J,, V,,). We 
consider the commutative square 





ff’(N,, v,) @ -+ HomW,, A,), 
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where the vertical maps are restriction homomorphisms and the horizontal 
maps are induced by rc. We let (iJ and @ be the indicated maps and let p 
be their composite; thus p is the map denoted by the broken arrow. We 
view it as a map 
P: H’(J,, v,J + HowAN,, A,), 
which is possible because the unlabelled vertical arrow takes H’(J,, A,) to 
Hom(N,, A,,). 
For each map 6)E Hom(Ak, A,), we define the transpose 
0’~ Hom(AL, A,) of 8 by the formula 
for x, y E A:. We define the symmetrization tj of 8 by the formula 
* = 8 + et. 
Finally, we define a quadratic form q = qe on At, by the formula 
(2.3) 
For X, y E A:, we have 
q(x)= <h x>. (2.4) 
d-u+Y)-q(x)-q(y)= <hY>. 
Remark (2.5). Suppose that f: A’ -+ A is a homomorphism of abelian 
varieties. In view of the canonical isomorphism between A and the dual of 
A’, we may again regard the transposef’ off as a homomorphism A’ -+ A. 
If 8: At, -+ A, is the map induced by f, then -8’ is the map analogously 
induced by f’. 
Next, suppose that 
z: N,+i n 
is a homomorphism. We will say that z is symmetric if the ,un-valued form 
(TX, ccy ) on N, x N, is symmetric. 
PROPOSITION (2.6). For each c E H’(J,, V,), p(c) is symmetric. 
ProojY Let 4: N, -+ V, be a cocycle representing the image of c under 
0. Let 
5 = p(c). 
For XE N, and YE V,, we have 
x’J’-y= (ZY, @xx)); 
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for x, y E N,,, we therefore have 
x.f?vY)-d(Y)= (VT 4x)). (2.7) 
Since N, is a commutative group, we have 
XKY) + b(x) = Y4(-x) + 4(Y), (2.8) 
the two being equal to d(xy). From (2.7) and (2.8), we obtain the sym- 
metry of z. 
Because of Proposition (2.6), we can, and henceforth will, view p as tak- 
ing values in the group 
Homd(N,, A,) 
consisting of symmetric G-equivariant maps N, -+ A,. 
Suppose now that 8 is an element of Hom,(A;, A,) and that $ = Il/@ is its 
symmetrization. Let q = qe be the associated quadratic form. The formula 
4(g) = q(h)) + dti(dg))) 
defines a priori a V,-valued function on G. (Here we recall that s is the sec- 
tion of the map V,, -+ A, which arises from our initial choice of w.) Since 
the 1-cocycle a is defined modulo the subgroup H, of G, we may view 4 as 
a function 
After some routine computations, which we omit, one discovers that C$ is 
in fact a 1-cocycle on J,, with values in V, and that its classj, in H’(J,, V,) 
depends only on 8 (and not on the nth root w  of v which was chosen 
initially). We regard the map 8-j, as a homomorphism 
j: Hom,(A;, A,) -+ H’(J,, V,). (2.9) 
From the definition of d(g) given above, we obtain immediately the for- 
mula 
(P o j)(Q) = $0 o 4 (2.10) 
in which the right-hand side represents the restriction to N, of the sym- 
metrization of 8. 
THEOREM (2.11). For almost all prime numbers 1, the map p 0 j is a sur- 
jection 
Horn&A;, A,) + Hom,f(N,, A,). 
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Proof: In view of (2.10), we need only show that, for large 1, every 
symmetric G-equivariant map z: N, + A, is the restriction to N, of some 
map tj,,, with 
0~ Horn,(A), A,). 
(Here we are implicitly identifying N, with its image in Ai under tl.) 
We take 1 large enough so that I is odd and so that the G-module AS is 
semisimple. (The latter requirement can be fulfilled in virtue of the recent 
results of Faltings [4]; see [3, (2.7)] and [lo].) Using the semisimplicity, 
we may write 
A;=N,@X 
for some G-submodule X of A). Then each T as above decomposes as a 
symmetric bilinear map 
B: N,x N,+p, 
plus a bilinear map 
C: N,x X+/i,, 
both G-equivariant. The bilinear map on A) x A) defined by 
is then visibly a symmetric prolongation of B@ C. 
This construction shows that every r is the restriction to N, of a sym- 
metric element 8 of Hom,(Aj, A,). For such 8, we have 
11/f,)=% 
therefore $,, prolongs 22. Since we have taken 1 odd, we may modify B so as 
to obtain r rather than 2r. 
COROLLARY (2.12). For almost all prime numbers 1, the map 
p: H](J,, V,) + Hom,t(N,, A,) 
is surjective. 
Proo?f This follows immediately from the theorem. 
VARIANT (2.13). Suppose that B’ is a k-abelian subvariety of A’, so that 
B is naturally a quotient of A. The inclusion B’ 4 A’ and the quotient 
A + B induce homomorphisms 
r: Hom,(A’, A ) -+ Hom,(BL, A), 
s: Hom,(B’, A) + Hom,(B’, B). 
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For homomorphisms in Hom,(A’, A) and for homomorphisms in 
Hom,(B’, B), the transposes of these homomorphisms again lie in 
Hom(A’, A) and Hom,(B’, B). Thus we may speak of symmetric or 
antisymmetric elements of each of these groups. 
Given f~ Hom,(B’, A), we say that f is antisdvmmetric if s(f) is antisym- 
metric. Then we have: 
[f f E Hom,( B’, A ) is antisymmetric, there exists an antisymmetric 
element g sf’Hom,(A’, A) such that r(g) is u nonzero integral multiple qf,f: 
This statement may be proved by using the argument given in the proof 
of Theorem (2.11). The point is that A’ is, up to isogeny, the product of B’ 
and a subvariety X of A’. 
THEOREM (2.14) (Serre). For almost all prime numbers I, we have 
H’(G,, A,@p,) = 0. 
This statement was considered as an axiom (Axiom B3+) in [8, Sect. 21, 
where it was verified for three classes of abelian varieties. Serre has recently 
informed us that he has obtained a proof of this statement in the general 
case. As axioms Bl and B2 of [S] are now also known to be true for all 
abelian varieties (via the work of Faltings [lo] and Zarhin [3]), all of the 
“axioms” of [S] are now theorems. 
THEOREM (2.15). The mup p is an isomorphism for almost all 1. 
ProoJ: By Corollary (2.12), it is enough to consider the injectivity of p. 
We will prove that the maps @ and @ of (2.2) are injective. 
For this, we will write simply N for N,, and consider that N is a sub- 
module of A). Let A be the orthogonal to N under the Weil pairing ( , ). 
In the action of N on V,, the group ( V,)N is the inverse image of d in V,, 
and therefore is isomorphic to p, 0 d as a G,-module. 
Now the kernel of @ is 
H’(G,, (v/P’) (2.16) 
for each I, by the restriction-inflation sequence in Galois cohomology. For 
large 1, A, is semisimple, and therefore (I’,)” is a direct summand of 
p,@A,. Thus (2.14) implies that (2.16) vanishes for almost all 1, giving the 
injectivity of (iJ for almost all 1. 
For 0, we consider the sequence 
0 --x/i+ V/-t A,-+0 
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of N-modules and write down the beginning of the associated long exact 
sequence of cohomology groups: 
The image of L is d, so that ti may be viewed as an injection 
A cardinality argument now gives that this injection is an isomorphism, so 
k is surjective. It follows that @ is injective, completing the proof of the 
theorem. 
3 
Theorem (2.15) reduces the study of the groups H’(J,, V,) to that of the 
groups H,+ (N,, A,). In this section, we identify the latter groups by combin- 
ing some simple Kummer theory from [8] with a further use of the results 
of G. Faltings on the Galois modules A, (cf. [3, Theorem 2.71). 
We begin with the Kummer theory. For this, it is clearest to consider 
first an abelian variety A/k and a rational point a E A(k) of A. We let BE A 
be the smallest abelian subvariety of A, defined over k, which contains 
some multiple na of a (with n a positive integer). In other words, B is the 
connected component of 0 in the Zariski closure of the subgroup of A(k) 
generated by a. For each prime I, we consider the extension k(A,) of k 
obtained by adjoining to k the I-division points of A, and put 
G, = Gal(k(A,)/k) 
for each 1. (In our application, we will later take the abelian variety A of 
this discussion to the abelian variety A’ of our general discussion concern- 
ing V, and we will take as a the point u of A’. The definition just given for 
G, coincides with the previous definition for all primes 1 which are prime to 
the degree of some k-polarisation of A. This is good enough for our pur- 
poses, since we are interested in statements involving all but finitely many 
primes.) 
Also, for each I we consider the extension 
k(A,) 
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and let N, be its Galois group. Then N, is naturally a subgroup of A,: this 
is Kummer theory on the abelian variety A. In fact, N, is a subgroup of B, 
for all 1 which are prime to an integer n such that na E B; thus, N, is a sub- 
group of B, for almost all I. 
THEOREM (3.1). We have N, = B, for almost all 1. 
Proof. Replacing a by a suitable multiple of a, we may assume that a 
lies in B(k). The minimality of B then implies that a is annihilated by no 
nonzero k-endomorphism of B (i.e., that it is “linearly independent” over 
the ring of k-endomorphisms of B). As explained in [Xl, it follows for large 
enough 1 that the image of a in B(k)//B(k) is linearly independent over the 
ring 
R, = (End, B)/I (End, B). 
By (2.14) and the semisimplicity of the A, for large enough I, we know that 
almost all of the cohomology groups H’(G,, B,) are 0. From this we deduce 
that the image of a in 
Hom(Gal(i;lk(A,)), B,) 
is linearly independent over R,. As in the proof of Theorem (1.2) of [8], we 
may deduce from this linear independence the assertion of our theorem. 
As a corollary of Theorem (3.1), we obtain the following result concern- 
ing a pair of points a, a’ E A(k): 
THEOREM (3.2). The following two conditions concerning a and a’ are 
equivalent : 
(i ) There exists a k-endomorphismf of A and an integer n > 1 such 
that ,f(a) = na’. 
(ii) There exist an infinite number of primes 1 for which we have 
(3.3) 
Proof. If (i) holds, then the inclusion (3.3) holds for all primes 1 prime 
to n so that we certainly have (ii). To prove the converse, we consider the 
abelian variety B defined as above, together with its analogues B’ for a’ and 
B” for 
a”=(a,a’)EAxA. 
We have a surjection 
p: B”+B 
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induced by the first projection of the product A x A onto A. The inclusion 
(3.3) states that the group N, defined for a is isomorphic to its analogue for 
a”. Thus, by Theorem (3.1), the dimensions of B and B” are equal, which 
gives that p is an isogeny. Composing the inverse of p with the analogue p’ 
of p for a’, we obtain a homomorphism B + B’ of abelian varieties up to 
isogeny which maps the image of u in B(k)@Q to the image of u’ in 
B’(k)@Q. We can extend this homomorphism to a k-endomorphism of A 
(considered as an abelian variety up to isogeny). Some multiple of this 
endomorphism is a genuine k-endomorphism,f of A having the property 
given in (i). 
We now apply this discussion to the situation where the rational point a 
on A is replaced by the rational point c’ on A’ which corresponds to V. As 
already remarked above, the Galois groups G, of our discussion are almost 
always the same as the Galois groups G, of Section 2. Similarly, the groups 
N, of this discussion correspond to the groups N, of Section 2. 
Thus by Theorems (3.1) and (2.15), we have 
THEOREM (3.3). The mup p q/‘Sectiotz 2 is,fkw almost ~11 I un isomorphism 
H’(J,, V,) z Horn: (Bj, A,). 
By the theory of Zarhin and Faltings (see [ 10, 3]), the natural map 
Hom,(B’, A)@F, C Horn,(B), A,) (3.4) 
is an isomorphism for almost all 1. Moreover, for 
4 E HomAB’, A 10 F,, 
the map B) -+ A, induced by 4 is symmetric if and only if the map 
s(o) E Hom,( B’, B) 0 F, 
is asymmetric in the sense that we have 
s(d) + s(d)’ = 0. 
(The map s is as in (2.13)) This gives an interpretation of H’(J,, V,) which 
involves homomorphisms between abelian varieties. We will now establish 
another. 
Consider the map 
given by 
p: Hom,(A’, A) + Hom,(B’, A) 
p(f) = r(f’-f’)9 
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where r is the restriction map of (2.13). Let n be the image of p. The maps 
p and (3.4) provide a homomorphism 
ti: A/l/i + Hom,(Bj, A,). 
The evident antisymmetry of each g E n shows that the image of K is con- 
tained in Horn; (B;, A,) for each 1. We regard K, then, as taking values in 
this group. 
PROPOSITION (3.5). For almost all 1, the map 
K: A/IA + Hom,f(Bf, A,) 
is an isomorphism. 
Proof The map K is an injection for all I which are prime to the order 
of the torsion subgroup of the cokernel of p. Also, for 1% 0, we know by 
(2.11) that each element of Hom,+(B;, A,) is the symmetrization of the 
restriction to Bj of some G-map A ) + A,. But by the theory of Faltings and 
Zarhin, such G-maps are induced by homomorphisms A’ --) A, defined over 
k, for large enough 1. This gives the surjectivity. 
THEOREM (3.6). For almost all prime numbers I, there is an natural 
isomorphism 
H’(J,, V,) z n/m, 
where A is a subgroup of Hom,(B’, A) which is independent of 1. 
This follows immediately from Theorem (3.3) and Proposition (3.5). 
Remark (3.7). Let C be the kernel of the projection A -+ B, so that C is 
an abelian subvariety of A defined over k. One can check that the exact 
sequence 
0 + Homk(B’, C) 0 Q + Hom,(B’, A) @ Q + Hom,(B’, B) @ Q -+ 0 
induces an exact sequence 
O+Hom,(B’,C)@Q-rA@Q+Hom,(B’,B)@Q+O, 
where the group Hom;(B’, B) is the group of antisymmetric k-homo- 
morphisms from B’ to B. This sequence gives a formula for the rank of A, 
and thus a formula for the dimension of H’(J,, V,) for 1 large enough. 
One sees, in particular, that this cohomoiogy group is nonzero whenever 
we have 
Hom,( B’, C) # 0. 
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4 
In this section, we outline a construction of certain deficient points 
in V(k), which we call special. This construction, essentially due to 
L. Breen, produces a deficient point X, each time that we are given a 
k-homomorphism 
f: A’-+A. 
Namely, using L we consider the pullback W of the extension V: 
(4.1) 
l-G,--+ W---+A’--+O. 
For simplicity, we again refer to the central vertical arrow of (4.1) asJ: We 
view, as usual, the extension I/ (or, rather, its isomorphism class) as a 
point t’ on A’; note, then, that the class of the extension W is analogously 
I”‘( II) E A. 
Choose a point YE W(k) whose image in A’(k) is v; this is possible by 
Hilbert’s theorem 90. Let 
x’ =f(y) E V(k). 
The point y defines a homomorphism u: 2 + W by (1 I+ y), and we may 
view this homomorphism as a l-motive in the sense of [2, (10.1.2)]. Let us 
refer to this l-motive simply as ( W, y). The Cartier dual of this l-motive 
[2, ( 10.2.11)] is of the form 
where G’ is a certain extension of A by G,. In fact, the class of the exten- 
sion G’ is given by the image of y in A’(k), which by construction is v. Thus 
G’ is uniquely isomorphic to V, so that the motive dual to ( W, y) is of the 
form (I/, x2) for some 
Set 
x2 E V(k). 
then we have 
xf= x1 -x2 E V(k); 
49) =f(o) -f’(U), 
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in view of the equalities 
4x1 1 =f(u), 0’) =.f(u), 
the latter being a consequence of the construction of u’. Moreover, the 
point xf is independent of the choice of y: replacing y by y + t (with t E k*) 
replaces X’ by X’ + t and x2 by x2 + t, thus leaving x,- unchanged. 
PROPOSITION (4.2). The association f I--+ -yr is a homomorphism 
Homk(A’, A) -+ V(k). 
Proof This follows immediately from a more general principle, whose 
verification we do not carry out here. Namely, suppose that W is an exten- 
sion of A by G,, given together with two points y,, y, E W. Consider the 
Cartier duals of the two corresponding l-motive ( W; y,), ( W; y2). These 
take the form (A’,; x,), (X2; x2), where X, and X, are extensions of A’ by 
G, and the xi are points on the Xi which each map to the same point on 
A’: the isomorphism class of the extension W. The Baer sum X= X, * A’, of 
the extensions X, and X2 is a quotient of the pullback of the direct sum 
X, +X2 by the diagonal map A’ + A’ x A’. Since X, and x2 map to the 
same point on A’, the pair (xl, .YJ defines a point x on X. The general 
principle is that the l-motive (X; X) is the Cartier dual of ( W; y), where y is 
the sum y, +.v?. 
THEOREM (4.3). Each point .Y~ is deficient; for n 3 1, x1. is divisible by n in 
the group of points of V which are rational over K,, = k( V,). 
Remark (4.4). The theorem states that the cohomology class in 
H’(G, V,?) defined by X~ becomes trivial in H’( H,, V,) and therefore lies in 
H’(J,], V,,). It is easy to guess that this class is none other than j, (cf. 
Sect. 2), where 
8: A:, -+ A,, 
is the homomorphism induced by f: Unfortunately, we have not yet found 
a satisfactory proof of this more precise fact.’ 
Proof of (4.3). Let us fix n and f and denote simply by H the Galois 
group 
H, = Gal(@K,). 
’ No& rrdded in proqf: The second author has now proved the desired formula. See his 
forthcoming publication on cohomological realizations of l-motives. 
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Let W be the pullback of V by f, and similarly let y, x’, x2, and x = X’ - x2 
all be as before. By construction, the group H acts trivially on the groups 
,u,!, A,,, A:,, and V,,. Its action on W is trivial as well because of the 
diagram 
(4.5) 
On the other hand, the points u,f(v),f’( ) u are all divisible by n over k( V,) 
because of (2.1). As a result, Kummer theory for the nth roots of the four 
points y, x’, x’, x, takes an especially simple form over k( V,). 
More precisely, let us choose nth roots of each of these four points and 
use them to define what are a priori 1-cocycles 
In fact, all of these are in fact homomorphisms, independent of the chosen 
nth roots. Moreover, each homomorphism takes values in the group pHr 
viewed as a subgroup of W,, or of V,, as appropriate. The theorem to be 
proved requires us to show that Q is 0; since x, is the difference between x1 
and s’, the vanishing of 4 amounts to the equality 
d, 2 42. 
On the other hand, (4.5) shows that we have 
4, = *; 
therefore, we are reduced to showing that we have 
42=*. 
For this, following Deligne [2, (10.1.5)], we associate to (W;y) the 
Z/nZ-module 
T= ((r,z)~Zx W(R)ln .==r1’}/i(nr,ry)lrEZ}. 
This module is visibly an extension of Z/nZ by W,, via the maps 
-7 E W,, H (0, z) E T, (r, z) E TH (r mod n) E Z/nZ. 
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Since H acts trivially on W,, and on Z/nZ, the action of H on T is given by 
a homomorphism 
H + Hom( Z/nZ, W,,) = W,, , 
easily checked to coincide with $. (That is, we have the formula 
h.t-t=@(h) 
for h E H and t E T, if r is the image of t in Z/nZ.) 
Similarly, we consider the module T* analogous to T, with the l-motive 
( W, y) replaced by its Cartier dual (V, x2). Then we have a formula 
analogous to that above for the action of 11 on an element t* of T*, with q5* 
playing the role of $. Because they arise from dual l-motive, T and T* are 
related by an H-equivariant perfect pairing 
e: TX T* +p,,, 
analogous to the Weil e,,-pairing (cf. [2], 10.2.5 and 10.2.11). Choose 
elements t and t* of T and T* which each map onto the class of 1 in Z/nZ. 
Then we find by a short computation the equality 
4$(h), f*)=e(t, -d2(h)) 
for each h E H. (We use the H-equivariance of e and the formulas giving the 
action of H on T and T*). On the other hand, for [E pn, the numbers 
4L t*). e(t, i) 
are respectively [ and [ ~ ’ (or perhaps [ ~ ’ and i, depending on conven- 
tions) because of the asymmetry of the pairing e. The desired equality 
‘fw) = 42(h) 
follows. 
Now let 6 be the subgroup of V(k) generated by all points of the form 
x,, and let 6” be its saturation in V(k): 
G- = (xc V(k)1 nx E 6 for some integer n 3 1). 
THEOREM (4.6). The group 6” is precisely the set of deficient points in 
V(k). 
Proof: It is clear that every point in 6- is deficient because of (4.3). 
Conversely, suppose that x E V(k) is deficient, so that an infinite number of 
the Galois groups M, attached to x are zero. Fix a k-polarization of A, and 
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let L be the set of prime numbers I prime to the degree of this polarization 
which are such that M, = 0. Let a = x.x; then for all 1 E L we have 
Using Theorem (3.2) we may find an integer n 2 1 and a k-homomorphism 
f: A’+A 
for which the equation 
,f’(o)=na 
is satisfied. Replacing x by nx, we may suppose that n = 1. 
Let B’ be the abelian subvariety of A’ which is defined by u (as in 
Sect. 3) and let 
h: B’-+B 
be the homomorphism induced by f together with the canonical maps 
B’ r. A’, A -+ B. 
For an infinite number of 1, It induces a homomorphism 
B; -+ B, 
which is symmetric ((2.6) and (3.1)), so that the homomorphism h itself 
must be antisymmetric. It follows easily that there is a k-homomorphism 
g: A’-+A 
such that the map 
g-g’: A’-+A 
coincides on B’ with some multiple off: (One proves this fact using the 
same method given in the proof of Theorem (2.11).) 
Replacing x by a multiple of x, we may assume that f and g - g’ coincide 
on B’, and therefore in particular on some multiple mu of u: 
g(mv) - g’(mu) = f (mu) = m . It(x). 
We now replace s by mx and g by the composition of g with the map 
“multiplication by m” on A’. We then have the simple equation 
7rx=g(u)-gg’(u). 
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This equation shows that the difference t= x-xxg is an element of k*; 
moreover, it is again a deficient point because of Theorem (4.3). 
We now claim that t is a torsion point of V. To show this, it suffices to 
prove that the image of t in H’(G, V,) is 0 for an infinite set of primes 1. 
Since t is deficient, this image lies in H’(J,, V,) for an infinite set of f. 
Meanwhile, since t lies in G,, the image of t in H’(G, A,) is 0 for all 1. In 
particular, whenever t defines a class in H’(J,, VI), the image of this class in 
the group Hom(B;, A,) is 0. Then by Theorem (3.3) we find that there are 
infinitely many I for which the image of t in H’(J,, V,) is 0; this proves the 
claim. 
Since t is a torsion point, there exists an integer n 3 1 such that we have 
nx=nx,. 
Since ?ZX~ may be rewritten .Y,,~, we find that 11x belongs to 6. 
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